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1. ABSTRACT 

Most of the structures regularly we see are made of reinforced cement concrete. These R.C.C structures, at the end 

of their life span or at the end of design period of structure, may not be capable of carrying loads or there may be a 

reduction in compressive strength of concrete. There are considerable numbers of existing Reinforced concrete 

structures that do not meet current design standards because of inadequate design or construction or need structural 

upgrading to meet new design requirements. So it is required to repair such a existing structures, prolong their 

design life and to upgrade structures for alternative use and additional loading. The object of project work is to 

improve the performance of an existing structure and enable it to take the additional loads including seismic effects. 

The overall aim of the project is to assess the condition of an existing structure and enhance the strength to 

withstand the additional loads and to meet the present day safety performance criteria. The majority of the concrete 

structures looses strength at end of lifespan or due to damages but one of the major advantages of using concrete is 

that it can be repaired and strengthened. 

In this project, condition of the existing structure is assessed using NDT’S and it is proposed to extend the structure. 

The building was designed according to the state of the art over 20 years ago; it did not meet the present day 

requirement. The project study deals with strengthening and enhancement of performance of existing structure by 

means of Retrofitting, so that structure can perform well when it would be subjected to additional loads over it. 

Building is residential community building having G+2 storey. The present work deals with NDT on existing 

structural elements, determination of load and moment carrying capacity of structural elements before and after 

extension, method applied for strengthening of structure and design of the existing structural elements such as RCC 

beams and columns according to the load carrying capacity required. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

A RCC structure is designed to have a capacity to carry combined loads (dead, live and seismic loads) at certain 

safety level and at certain degree of reliability. When this design is finally executed in construction process, the 

expected performance of the structural building should come into satisfaction. However, this ideal condition is not 

always realized. Almost all the structures are constructed of R.C.C and even though it is a wonderful construction 

material, but once set it is very difficult to increase its strength. The performance of building reduces in terms of 
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safety level, strength or capacity due to the variety of causes or situations such as deterioration of concrete, unskilled 

work, alteration of building units, larger loads due to extension of structure etc. These structures behave or perform 

normally during their entire life span but at the end of design period of structure, the structure may not be capable to 

take the existing loads and obviously it will not be possible to take the extra loads on it. This pose a more difficult 

scenario for a structural engineer than designing and constructing a new building. Enhancement of the performance 

of such a deficient building can be done by increasing the strength and the strength of building can be increased by 

the process of retrofitting. 

RCC Buildings can be made to undergo three different R’s namely Repair, Rehabilitation and Retrofitting. Repair is 

partial improvement of the degraded strength of a building after an earthquake. Rehabilitation is a functional 

improvement, wherein the aim is to achieve the original strength of a building after an earthquake. Retrofitting 

means structural strengthening and enhancement of performance of deficient structural elements of a building to a 

pre-defined performance level whether or not an earthquake has occurred. The performance of a retrofitted structure 

is aimed higher than that of original structure. The structural elements are strengthened according to the load 

carrying capacity required. Retrofitting of deficient existing building to improve the performance will be a pathway 

to assure the future safety of the structure. There are several retrofit techniques for strengthening the structure and 

one of the retrofit techniques named as jacketing is applied for strengthening proposed existing structure in this 

project. 

In recent years, RCC jacketing is commonly used to increase the seismic strength of a R.C framed structure, for 

rehabilitation of structures damaged by an earthquake or for strengthening of an undamaged structure made 

necessary by revision on structural design or for taking additional loads. 

3. JACKETING 

Jacketing is one of the most frequently and popularly used technique to strengthen reinforced concrete structures. It 

is mostly for strengthening the R.C columns. With this method, axial strength and stiffness of the original column is 

increased. Jacketing is a process of fastening durable material over concrete and filling the gap with grout. Jacketing 

restores the section of an existing member by encasement in a new concrete. This technique is applicable for 

protecting the member against further deterioration as well as for strengthening.                                                                               

Strengthening of existing structures is needed when – 

a) Load carried by the column is increased due to either increasing the number of floors or due to mistakes in the 

design 

 b) The compressive strength of the concrete or the percentage and type of the reinforcement is not according to the 

codes requirement. 
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3.1 JACKETING OF COLUMN 

Column failures have caused the most significant failures of reinforced concrete structures. To prevent the column 

failure mechanism during earthquakes, column should never be the weaker components in the whole structure. 

Practical methods available for strengthening existing R.C column include adding concrete jackets, steel jackets, 

FRP jackets, external pressurising wires, strands or belts and steel collars. 

3.2 RCC JACKETING OF COLUMN 

RCC jacketing of column consists of adding concrete with longitudinal and transverse reinforcement around the 

existing columns. Additional concrete and reinforcement contributes to the increase in strength. Reinforced concrete 

jacketing can be employed as a repair or strengthening scheme. R.C.C jacketing increases the member size 

significantly, also increases the members stiffness and is useful where deformations are to be controlled. Shear and 

axial load carrying capacity of the structural members can be enhanced by this method. This method provides better 

solution for avoiding buckling problem, if the column in building is found to be slender. The resulting cured 

member not only strengthens the reinforced concrete member but also acts as an excellent barrier to the corrosion 

agents, which are detrimental to concrete and the reinforcement. In addition, the original function of the building can 

be maintained, as there are no major changes in the geometry of the building with this technique. 

3.3 STEPS IN THE JACKETING PROCESS 

1) Adding steel connectors into the existing column in order to fasten the new stirrups and vertical steel bars of the 

jacket at spaces not more than 50cm. These connectors are added into the column by making holes 3 – 4 mm 

larger than the diameter of the used steel connector and 10–15cm depth. 

2) Filling the holes with appropriate epoxy material and inserting the connector into the hole. 

3) The size of the jacket and the number and diameter of the steel bars used in jacketing process depend on the 

structural analysis of the column. 

4) Installing the new vertical steel bars and stirrups according to the designed dimensions and diameters. 

5) Coating the existing column with appropriate epoxy material which would guarantee the bond between old and 

the new concrete. 

6) Pouring the concrete of the jacket before the epoxy material dries. Concrete used should be of the low shrinkage 

consisting of small aggregates, sand, cement and additional materials to prevent shrinkage.  

 

4. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

 

1Mahdi shariati, Nor Hafizahramli-sulong, Mohammad Mehdi Arabnejadk.h, Payamshafighand Hamid 

sinaei, 

Experimental studies using ultrasonic pulse velocity and Schmidt rebound hammer as NDT tests were presented in 

the paper to establish a correlation between the compressive strength of compressive tests and NDT values. These 
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two tests have been used to determine the concrete quality. The use of ultrasonic pulse velocity to the non-

destructive assessment of concrete was also investigated in this paper. It is more likely to assess the quality and 

characteristics of site concrete. Rebound no. and UPV were also compared and it is found that rebound number 

method appears to be more competent in forecasting the compressive strength of concrete compared to ultrasonic 

pulse velocity method. But the calibration curve developed for rebound no. method and UPV showed that the use of 

this two methods individually not appropriate predict an accurate estimation of concrete strength. The use of 

combined methods produces more trustworthy results that are closer to the true values when compared to the use  of 

the above methods individually. 

2 Dr.Gopal L. Rai,  

In this paper, different strengthening techniques for R.C columns are studied. Methods studied are concrete 

jacketing, steel jacketing, precast concrete jacketing, external pressurising and FRP wrapping. Concrete jacketing 

involves addition of thick layer of reinforced concrete in the form of a jacket, using longitudinal reinforcement and 

transverse ties. Additional concrete and reinforcement contributes to strength increase. Steel jacketing involves 

encasing the column with steel plates and filling the gap with a non-shrink grout. Precast concrete jacketing, in this 

technique new longitudinal r/f is set around the existing column and precast concrete segment are set around the new 

r/f. External pressurising involves pressurising the column by external strands.FRP involves wrapping of RC 

columns by fibber wraps.  

3. Pravin S Waghmare, 

In this paper, different jacketing methods are mentioned. Jacketing methods described for strengthening of column 

to improve the performance of R.C.C building. Jacketing is the most popularly used method for strengthening of 

building columns. The most common types of jackets are steel jacket, reinforced concrete jacket, fibre reinforced 

polymer, composite jacket, jacket with high tension materials carbon fibre, glass fibre. Construction technique for 

steel jacketing, R.C.C jacketing, FRP jacketing are studied. Construction technique detail for each jacketing is 

shown in the paper. 

4 BhavarDadasaheb O Dhake Pravinchandra D,OgalerameshA 

This paper has focused on strengthening the existing R.C.C building. In this paper, an old R.C.C building is 

strengthened to overcome the future disorders or inconvenience. A health building in the heart of Nasik city is 

strengthened to overcome the future disorders from the physical and experimental investigation, it was concluded 

that the building either should be demolished or at least should be retrofitted with suitable techniques to increase is 

service life. 

5 A.K.singh, Dr. R.S jangid,Dr. gopal l. rai, “Structural Retrofitting – a case study”, Municipal Corporation, 

Mumbai-2009.This paper describes the intensive retrofitting of an existing RCC framed structure. The building is a 

RCC framed structure owned by a nationalized bank and is more than 30 years old. The building was examined for 

its current structural condition and to suggest the remedial measures. The strategy adopted was aiming to recover the 
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original performance, for which the damaged or deteriorated portion of the structure was to be repaired or replaced 

with new elements or new material. 
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